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ABSTRACT4

Observational studies suggest that the stratospheric quasi-biennial oscillation (QBO) can5

modulate tropical deep convection. We use a cloud-resolving model with a limited domain,6

representing a convective column in the tropics, to study the mechanisms of this modulation.7

The large-scale circulation is parameterized using the weak temperature gradient (WTG)8

approximation, under which the parameterized large-scale vertical motion acts to relax the9

horizontal mean temperature towards a specified reference profile. Temperature variations10

typically seen in easterly and westerly phases are imposed in the upper troposphere and11

lower stratosphere of this reference profile. The responses of convection are studied over dif-12

ferent sea surface temperatures, holding the reference temperature profile fixed. This can be13

thought of as studying the response of convection to the QBO over different ”relative SST”,14

and also corresponds to different equilibrium precipitation rates in the control simulation.15

The equilibrium precipitation rate shows slight increases in response to an QBO easterly16

phase temperature perturbation over small SST anomalies, and strong decreases over large17

SST anomalies, and vice versa for the QBO westerly phase perturbation. A column moist18

static energy budget analysis reveals that the QBO modulates the convective precipitation19

through two pathways: it changes the high cloud properties and thus the column radiative20

cooling, and it alters the shape of the large-scale vertical motion and thus the efficiency of21

energy transport by the large-scale flow. The non-monotonicity of the QBO influence on22

precipitation with respect to SST results from the competition of these two effects.23
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1. Introduction24

The quasi-biennial oscillation (QBO) is the dominant mode of interannual variability25

in the tropical stratosphere. It is a quasi-periodic oscillation in which the zonal wind in26

the equatorial stratosphere switches between easterlies and westerlies with a mean period27

of about 28 months. Consistent with thermal wind balance, the QBO zonal winds are28

associated with anomalous meridional circulations and temperature anomalies (e.g. Plumb29

and Bell 1982). The downward-propagating zonal wind and temperature anomalies extend30

to the upper troposphere and alter the tropical tropopause height (e.g. Huesmann and31

Hitchman 2001). There is evidence that the QBO modulates tropical deep convection, as32

shown by observational analyses showing different anomalies in outgoing longwave radiation33

(OLR) (Collimore et al. 2003; Huang et al. 2012), high cloud activity (Collimore et al.34

2003), and precipitation (Liess and Geller 2012) in tropical deep convective regions during35

different QBO phases. This modulation, although its magnitude is modest, is a key link in36

theories of connections between the QBO and tropical tropospheric phenomena such as the37

the El Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO) phenomenon (e.g. Gray et al. 1992; Taguchi 2010,38

Yuan et al. 2014 ), the monsoons (e.g. Claud and Terry 2007) and tropical cyclones (e.g.39

Gray 1984). In these theories, deep convection is influenced by QBO-induced variations in40

the state of the lower stratosphere and upper troposphere. The QBO-induced convection41

anomalies may then feed back to stratosphere dynamics by, for example, altering water vapor42

transport (e.g. Danielsen 1982).43

Some previous studies have suggested that the QBO modulates tropical deep convection44

by perturbing the static stability near the tropopause (e.g. Reid and Gage 1985; Gray et al.45

1992; Giorgetta et al. 1999; Garfinkel and Hartmann 2011). Specifically, during the QBO46

easterly (QBOE) phase, cold temperature anomalies near the tropopause destabilize the47

troposphere and encourage the development of deep convection. During the QBO westerly48

(QBOW) phase, the opposite situation holds. Other studies have hypothesized that the QBO49

zonal winds themselves may play a role in affecting deep convection; strong QBO wind shear50
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may disrupt the coherent structure of convective plumes and shear off high convective clouds51

(Gray et al. 1992; Collimore et al. 2003). Based on conventional observations that deeper52

convection is usually associated with stronger precipitation, these hypotheses further include53

suggestions that the QBO-induced enhancement of convection in the upper troposphere leads54

to increases of latent heat release that drive large-scale circulation anomalies.55

Here we study this problem using a cloud resolving models (CRM). We explicitly resolve56

deep convection in a limited domain with relatively high resolution, and parameterize the57

large-scale circulation (e.g. Sobel and Bretherton 2000; Raymond and Zeng 2005; Kuang58

2008; Wang and Sobel 2011; Romps 2012). This approach allows a more accurate repre-59

sentation of convective physics compared to models in which convection is parameterized.60

At the same time, it allows a plausible representation of the interaction of convection with61

the large-scale circulation, allowing the occurrence and intensity of convection to vary dy-62

namically and avoiding the artificial constraint that results from approaches in which the63

large-scale circulation is held fixed (e.g., Mapes 1997; Sobel and Bretherton 2000). There are64

different ways of parameterizing large-scale motions that are similar in spirit but different in65

detail (e.g. Sobel and Bretherton 2000; Mapes 2004; Kuang 2007). In this study we apply66

the weak temperature gradient (WTG) approximation method, which has been used in a67

number of numerical studies (e.g. Sobel and Bretherton 2000; Raymond and Zeng 2005;68

Raymond and Sessions 2007; Wang and Sobel 2011; Wang et al. 2013; Emanuel et al. 2014;69

Anber et al. 2014).70

The goal of this paper is to investigate the responses of tropical deep convection to71

QBO-like temperature anomalies. We also examine the dependence of such responses to the72

background state, as controlled by imposed anomalies in relative sea surface temperature73

(SST) which cause the degree of convective activity in the the control climate (before QBO74

influence) to vary. Section 2 introduces the cloud resolving models, the WTG approximation,75

and the experiment design. In section 3, we show that the responses of convection to the76

QBO in simulation results are qualitatively consistent with observations in many aspects.77
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We show that the QBO precipitation anomalies depends non-monotonically on relative SST,78

which have not been carefully examined before yet are found in observations and GCM79

results in qualitatively similar way. Using moist static energy budget analyses, the non-80

monotonic dependence on relative SST is explained as a result of competition between the81

effects of radiation anomalies and of large-scale motion anomalies. We conclude in section82

4.83

2. Methodology84

a. The could resolving model85

Our numerical simulations are performed with the System for Atmospheric Modeling86

(SAM, Khairoutdinov and Randall 2003) version 6.8.2. SAM has been widely used to simu-87

late convective systems over a large range of spatial scales (e.g. Khairoutdinov et al. 2009;88

Kuang 2011; Nie and Kuang 2012a). It solves the anelastic equations of motion on fully stag-89

gered Arakawa C grids. There are six classes of hydrometeors in the microphysics schemes:90

water vapor, cloud liquid, cloud ice, snow, rain, and graupel. The interactive radiation91

scheme is adopted from the National Center for Atmospheric Research Community Climate92

Model (Kiehl et al. 1998), and calculates the longwave and shortwave radiation fluxes using93

the simulated hydrometeors in each individual grid column. A constant solar insolation of94

408 W/m2 is imposed at the top of the atmosphere, thus neither the diurnal nor seasonal95

cycle is included in the simulations. The surface fluxes are interactively computed using96

Monin-Obukhov similarity theory. The horizontal mean horizontal winds are relaxed to zero97

with a time scale of 6 hours. A Newtonian damping is applied in a layer from 22 km to 3298

km (the domain top) to absorb the upward-propagating gravity-wave energy.99

All experiments in this study are carried out on a spatial domain of 128 km × 128 km100

× 32 km over an ocean surface with doubly periodic lateral boundary conditions. Earths101

rotation effects are not considered (Coriolis parameter f = 0). The horizontal resolution is102
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2 km. There are 76 stretched vertical levels with a grid spacing increasing smoothly from103

75 m near the surface to 500 m above 3000 m. In order to better resolve the convective104

and radiative processes near the tropopause, following Blossey et al. (2010), we use refined105

vertical grids with a grid spacing of 250 m between 11 km and 20 km.106

b. The weak temperature gradient approach107

In this study, large-scale vertical motions are parameterized using the weak temperature108

gradient (WTG) approximation (e.g. Sobel and Bretherton 2000; Raymond and Zeng 2005).109

The WTG approach recognizes the fact that the horizontal temperature gradient in tropical110

free troposphere is weak due to the efficient removal of local temperature anomalies by gravity111

waves. It thus approximates the large-scale vertical motion to be what is required to relax112

the CRM horizontal-mean temperature profile to a reference temperature profile (which may113

be thought of as the tropical mean, or the mean over some other area much larger than the114

simulation domain) over a fixed time scale. Mathematically, the WTG approximation is115

implemented here as116

Wwtg
∂θv
∂z

=
θv − θv,ref

τ
, (1)

where Wwtg is the parameterized large-scale vertical velocity, θv is the CRM’s horizontally117

averaged virtual potential temperature, and θv,ref is the reference virtual potential tempera-118

ture. The WTG relaxation time scale, τ , is usually interpreted as the time scale for gravity119

waves to propagate out of the domain. Unless otherwise stated, τ is set to be 3 hours fol-120

lowing Wang and Sobel (2011). Sensitivity experiments to the choice of τ are presented121

in section 3e. At the end of every CRM time step, Wwtg is diagnosed using equation (1).122

The vertical advection of temperature and moisture by Wwtg is then applied uniformly in123

the horizontal on the CRM during the following time step. In the planetary boundary layer124

(PBL) where WTG is not applicable, as an ad hoc treatment (Sobel and Bretherton 2000),125

the large-scale vertical velocity is linearly interpolated between zero at surface and the value126
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of Wwtg derived from (1) at the top of PBL, here specified to be at 1 km height. The resulting127

large-scale vertical motion field, Wwtg as per (1) above the PBL top and the interpolated128

profile below, is applied to the vertical advection terms for both temperature and moisture.129

In the case of moisture, this implies a dynamically varying large-scale moisture convergence,130

so that the rates of precipitation and surface evaporation in statistical equilibrium can differ.131

Under WTG applied to the CRM as described above, the resulting dynamical system132

can be thought of comprising three primary components: convection, radiation, and large-133

scale vertical motion. Convection depends on column state variables such as temperature,134

moisture, and surface conditions such as SST (Kuang 2010). The interactive radiation135

depends on the temperature, moisture, and cloud fields. The large-scale motion (Wwtg) is136

a function only of horizontal-mean temperature, but feeds back to influence the other two137

components through vertical advection of temperature and moisture.138

c. Experiment design139

To begin with, we present a representative climatological mean tropical temperature140

sounding (Fig. 1a) and its QBO-associated anomaly (QBOE-QBOW, Fig. 1b). These141

soundings are from the Singapore station, a benchmark station in QBO studies. The cold142

temperature anomaly has an amplitude of more than 2 K, peaking at 30 hPa above the143

cold-point tropopause, and extends down for about 60 hPa below the tropopause (Fig. 1b).144

Plots from other tropical stations show similar features, as the QBO temperature anomalies145

are almost uniform within the tropical belt (e.g. Huang et al. 2012).146

To establish a base state sounding for the model, the CRM is run to radiative-convective147

equilibrium (RCE) without WTG (fixed Wwtg = 0) over a constant SST of 301 K. The148

resulting RCE temperature profile (Trce, Fig. 1c) reproduces the main characteristics of the149

tropical sounding in Fig. 1a, although its tropopause height is slightly lower. In the following150

experiments, Trce (or the same profile converted to virtual potential temperature, θv,ref to fit151

equation (1)), rather than the observed tropical mean temperature, is set as the basic WTG152
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reference profile because of its better model self-consistency.153

Three sets of experiments, corresponding to the QBO neutral phase (QBON) or clima-154

tological mean, easterly phase (QBOE), and westerly phase (QBOW), are performed. The155

QBON group includes 7 experiments, each run over a relative SST (∆SST ) varying from 0.5156

K to 4 K with an interval of 0.5 K. In these experiments, the WTG reference profile is held157

fixed, in all cases set to be Trce described in the previous paragraph (i.e. Tref,QBON = Trce).158

We assume that only deep convection will be sensitive to the QBO anomalies given their159

high altitude; thus the states over negative ∆SST , which feature either shallow convection160

only or (for small negative values of ∆SST ) weak deep convection, are not considered in161

this study.162

Experiments in the QBOE or QBOW groups differ from experiments in the QBON group163

by the addition of a negative or positive temperature anomaly to the WTG reference profiles.164

That is, Tref,QBOE = Trce + 1
2
δT , Tref,QBOW = Trce − 1

2
δT . Here δT is negative, as shown165

in Fig. 1d). The idealized δT (Fig. 1d) profile used in the QBOE/QBOW experiments166

is designed to mimic the observed QBO temperature anomaly (Fig. 1b) in amplitude and167

altitude of the peak magnitude, relative to the tropopause (adjusting for the slight difference168

in tropopause height between the control RCE simulation and observations). The observed169

QBO temperature anomalies in the middle and upper stratosphere (δT signals above 20 km170

in Fig. 1b) are not included in the idealized δT , because they are too high for convection to171

reach. The sensitivity of results to the height of the maximum in δT is explored in section172

3d.173

Each experiment in the three groups is run for 100 days. Model output data from the last174

60 days, in which the results are statistically steady, are collected for analysis. Comparing175

experiments over the same ∆SST but different QBO phases, as imposed through the different176

reference temperature profiles, allows us to identify the coupled responses of the convection,177

large-scale circulation and radiation to the QBO. The dependence of these responses on178

∆SST is also examined below.179
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3. Results180

a. QBON181

Experiments in the QBON group are examined first. In these experiments no QBO182

temperature anomaly is imposed, and we focus on the changes of convective states with183

∆SST .184

The response of precipitation to the QBON temperature anomaly is significantly differ-185

ent depending on whether the convection is isolated under RCE or coupled with large-scale186

motions under WTG. Under RCE, precipitation is constrained to remain nearly constant as187

∆SST changes because the convective heating (thus precipitation) has to balance the radia-188

tive cooling, which cannot change too much. The free tropospheric temperature is warmer189

over higher ∆SST , approximately following a moist adiabat connected to an increased PBL190

temperature. By contrast, under WTG, over positive ∆SST there is an upward Wwtg which191

acts to relax the warmer troposphere temperature back toward Tref . This upward Wwtg also192

vertically transports moisture from lower to upper levels. This implies moisture convergence193

in the vertical integral, and thus provides additional moisture, in excess of the surface evap-194

oration, that has to be removed by precipitation. As can been seen in Fig. 2a, under WTG195

the precipitation increases sharply with ∆SST , consistent with previous studies (e.g. Sobel196

and Bretherton 2000; Ramsay and Sobel 2011; Wang and Sobel 2011).197

Quantities that describe characteristics of the three components of the coupled convective198

system (mass flux in updraft cores for convection, cloud fraction for radiation, and Wwtg for199

large-scale motions) are shown in Fig. 2b-d. Consistent with precipitation, those quantities200

also increase with ∆SST . The mass flux in updraft cores, defined as positively buoyant201

grid cells with w greater than 1 m/s, shows typical profiles seen in deep convection (e.g.202

Khairoutdinov et al. 2009). As ∆SST increases, the changes in the mass flux profile203

indicate that convection becomes stronger and deeper . There is significant mass flux at204

the layers above 12.5 km, where δT is imposed on WTG reference profile in QBO perturbed205
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experiments. These convective plumes can feel the QBO-induced changes of static stability206

directly. The mass flux at these heights increases with ∆SST , implying that QBO anomalies207

may have stronger influences on convection over greater ∆SST . This implication is confirmed208

in the following subsection.209

Fig. 2c shows the cloud fraction, defined as a the fraction of grid cells with cloud liquid210

water greater than 0.01 g/kg or 1 percent of its saturation water vapor. There is a minor211

peak near the top of the boundary layer and another major peak in the upper troposphere,212

corresponding to shallow and deep cumulus cloud respectively. Because the radiative warm-213

ing effects of a high cloud by trapping outgoing longwave generally overcome its cooling214

effects by reflecting shortwave insolation (keeping in mind that sea surface temperature is215

fixed, so that the shortwave reduction at the surface has no effect in these simulations), the216

large high cloud fractions over high ∆SST indicate significant radiative warming to the air217

column below. Fig. 2d shows that the peak values of Wwtg increases with the ∆SST . As218

convection becomes stronger, the adiabatic cooling by Wwtg also has to increase to balance219

the increased convective heating. These Wwtg profiles are qualitatively similar to observed w220

profiles in deep convective regions (e.g. Back and Bretherton 2006, 2009). They are quite top221

heavy, however, consistent with previous idealized numerical studies using WTG (Raymond222

and Sessions 2007; Wang and Sobel 2011).223

b. QBOE and QBOW224

Next, we examine the equilibrium responses of the coupled convection system to the225

QBO temperature anomalies. The responses are quite linear in the amplitude of the QBO226

δT , as determined by experiments in which it is doubled or halved (figures are not shown).227

The responses are also generally symmetric with the QBO phase. Thus only the differences228

between the QBOE and QBOW experiments are shown in the rest of the paper.229

Fig. 3 plots the differences of the same properties as plotted in Fig. 2, but now showing230

the difference between the different QBO phases. As can be seen in Fig. 3b, there are231
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eye-catching positive anomalous peaks of convective updraft core mass flux in the upper232

troposphere. The enhancement of convection in the upper troposphere is consistent with233

the previous hypotheses based on the static stability argument (e.g. Gray et al. 1992;234

Giorgetta 1999). It can also be understood from the point of view that the adjustment235

of convective plumes produces anomalous convective heating and moistening to remove the236

initially imposed local temperature perturbations (e.g. Tulich and Mapes 2010; Kuang237

2010; Nie and Kuang 2012b). There is also anomalous mass flux in the middle and lower238

troposphere, however, indicating that the convective adjustments are non-local.239

The enhanced convection in the upper troposphere is accompanied by more high cloud,240

with increases as large as around 10 % (Fig. 3c). This result is consistent with observations241

of deeper and more extensive high cloud during QBOE in deep convective regions (Collimore242

et al. 2003). As ∆SST increases, the amplitude of δcld slightly increases and its maximum243

shifts upward, both contributing to greater anomalous radiative warming of the underlying244

air, as the emission level is raised and longwave emission is more effectively trapped. The245

CRM domain-averaged OLR anomalies (QBOE −QBOW ) range from −4 to −9 W/m2/s246

as ∆SST increases from 0.5 to 4 K, comparable with the QBO-associated zonal mean OLR247

anomalies documented in Collimore et al. (2003).248

The responses of Wwtg to the QBO shows dipolar patterns centered at the level of 12249

km, where Wwtg peaks in QBON (comparing Fig. 3d with Fig. 2d). In other words, in250

QBOE the level of the Wwtg maxima shifts upward and the profile becomes more top heavy.251

The QBO-associated convective heating anomalies are very similar to those of Wwtg, because252

the convective heating and the adiabatic cooling of Wwtg approximately balance each other.253

It is straightforward to understand the upper positive half of δWwtg, because it provides254

additional adiabatic cooling to relax the column temperature to the colder WTG reference255

temperature in QBOE. The lower negative half of δWwtg is likely to be related with the non-256

local convective responses to the cold temperature anomalies above. Kuang (2010) showed257

that around a reference state the total convective heating and moistening responses are258
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linear combinations of responses to temperature and moisture perturbations on each level259

(which are called convective linear response functions, LRF). As can be seen in Fig. 12260

of Kuang (2010), for cold temperature anomalies as shown Fig. 1d there is cooling below261

the perturbed layer, corresponding to the negative δWwtg in Fig. 3d. However, the LRF in262

Kuang (2010) are constructed based on convections in RCE or with prescribed w. When263

coupled with WTG, the mean states of convection may drift away enough to modify the264

response expected baed on the LRFs. The fact that δWwtg increases with ∆SST implies265

that because of the coupling between convection and large-scale vertical motion, convection266

is more sensitive to upper-tropospheric temperature perturbations over higher ∆SST .267

The percentage change of precipitation in response to the QBO perturbation is shown268

as a function of ∆SST in Fig. 3a. Contrary to the expectation that enhanced upper269

tropospheric convection should lead to intensified precipitation (Gray et al. 1992; Giorgetta270

et al. 1999), δP slightly increases over the first 2.5 K of ∆SST but then sharply decreases271

to negative values as ∆SST further increases. The non-monotonic dependence of δP on272

∆SST is intriguing, and motivates us to ask whether it is consistent with observations or273

numerical simulations with global models.274

Precipitation in GCM studies does not uniformly increase in QBOE. Instead, the precip-275

itation center shifts eastward (in Garfinkel and Hartmann 2011, their Fig. 8) or northward276

(in Giorgetta et al. 1999, their Fig. 7c-d), while high cloud coverage generally increases277

over a much larger region. Observational studies also have shown geographic dependence278

of the QBO δP with both signs (Liess and Galler 2012). We are currently performing an279

analysis of observation-based precipitation data sets to focus more closely on determining to280

what extent the response to the QBO depends on relative SST in a way consistent with our281

simulations. The results of this analysis will be presented in due course.282
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c. Moist static energy budget analysis283

To understand the non-monotonic dependence of δP on ∆SST , an analysis based on the284

moist static energy (MSE) budget is applied to the model results. Following the original285

idea proposed by Neelin and Held (1987), different authors have various ways of formulating286

the budget equation (See review of Raymond et al. 2009). A brief derivation that follows287

Sobel (2007) is presented here for completeness.288

In steady state the vertically integrated temperature equation, phrased in terms of dry289

static energy (s = CpT + gz, where Cp is the specific heat of dry air, and g is gravitational290

acceleration), can be written as291

〈w∂s
∂z
〉 = H + P +R, (2)

where H is the surface sensible heat flux, P is the surface precipitation, and R is the vertically292

integrated radiative heating. 〈∗〉 denotes mass-weighted vertical integral from surface to the293

top of atmosphere. Similarly, the equation for vertically integrated moist static energy294

(h = s+ Lq, where L is the latent heat of vaporization) can be written as295

〈w∂h
∂z
〉 = H + E +R, (3)

where E is the surface latent heat flux. Because h is conserved in moist adiabatic processes,296

convection only redistributes h vertically, but does not generate or consume h. Equation (2)297

and (3) state that the balance for 〈s〉 and 〈h〉 is between vertical advection of large-scale298

motion and fluxes at the top and bottom of the column. Horizontal advection terms are299

neglected in equation (2) and (3) as well as CRM experiments, equivalently assuming that300

they are much smaller than vertical advection terms or the CRM domain is following a301

Lagrangian air column. In our experiments, these terms are zero by construction.302

Dividing equation (3) by equation (2), one can solve for P :303

P =
1

M
(H + E +R)−H −R, (4)
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where304

M =
〈w ∂h

∂z
〉

〈w ∂s
∂z
〉
, (5)

is a dimensionless number called the normalized gross moist stability, representing the effi-305

ciency of the column moist static energy export by large-scale flow. M is independent of the306

circulation’s amplitude but sensitively depends on the shape of w (e.g., Sobel 2007, Raymond307

et al. 2009). A more top-heavy w profile is more efficient in exporting MSE, corresponding308

to larger M and less precipitation under the same MSE forcing (H +E +R). The opposite309

holds for a more bottom-heavy w profile. Many conceptual models of tropical dynamics (e.g.310

Neelin and Yu 1994; Sobel et al. 2001; Bretherton et al. 2005) set M to be a given constant311

as “a convenient way of summarizing our ignorance of the details of the convective and large-312

scale transients” (Neelin and Held 1987). As pointed out by other studies such as Kuang313

(2011) and also reasoned in section 2b, M (or equivalently w) is actually determined by the314

interactions between convection and large-scale dynamics. In our MSE budget analysis, M315

is calculated using model simulated Wwtg.316

The MSE budget analysis is first applied to the results of the experiments in QBON.317

Individual MSE source terms (E, H, and R) are shown in Fig. 4a as functions of ∆SST .318

Surface latent and sensible heat fluxes (E and H) increase with ∆SST . R also increases319

with ∆SST , as expected, due to the enhanced high cloud radiative warming as seen from320

Fig. 2c. M decreases with ∆SST (Fig. 4b), mostly due to the fact that Wwtg becomes more321

and more bottom heavy (this is apparent after normalizing Wwtg in Fig. 2d, not shown).322

The decrease of M with ∆SST is more rapid in our results than in results of Wang and323

Sobel (2011) who used a different model and fixed radiative cooling. The MSE export term324

1
M

(H+E+R) and the term −(H+R) in Equation (4) are shown in Fig. 4c. The MSE export325

term dominates, mostly due to the decreases of M with ∆SST . The close match shown in326

Fig. 4c between the rainfall taken directly from the model output and that diagnosed using327

equation (4) indicates that the MSE budget is well closed.328

For each given ∆SST , the imposed QBOE/QBOW atmospheric temperature anomalies329
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can be viewed as perturbations to the mean state in the corresponding QBON experiment.330

With linear expansion of equation (4) for different QBO phases over each ∆SST , the pre-331

cipitation perturbation budget equation can be written as332

δP = (M−1 − 1)δR + δ(M−1)(H + E +R). (6)

In the above equation, we have dropped the δH and δE terms because they are negligible333

compared to δR, as shown in Fig. 5a-c. The first term on the right hand side is the334

component of δP due to anomalies of radiative heating. In deep convective regions generally335

M < 1 (Fig. 4b), so positive anomalies of radiative heating are associated with increases336

in precipitation. The second term on the right hand side is the component of δP due to337

changes in gross moist stability. With positive MSE forcing, positive anomalies in M result338

in less precipitation.339

The opposite effects of the QBO-associated anomalies in radiation and gross moist stabil-340

ity cause the non-monotonic dependence of δP on ∆SST . During QBOE, there is anomalous341

radiative heating (δR > 0 as seen in Fig. 5c) due to the increase in high cloud (Fig. 3c).342

While δR increases with ∆SST , the dependence becomes weaker when ∆SST is large. The343

δR term in equation (6) (red line in Fig. 6) contributes to positive precipitation anomalies344

that increase approximately linearly with ∆SST . By contrast, M becomes larger (equiva-345

lently M−1 becomes smaller, Fig. 5d) in QBOE due to the upward shift of Wwtg peaks as346

seen in Fig. 3d. The δM term (blue line in Fig. 6) contributes to nonlinear decreases of347

δP . When ∆SST is high, the reduction in δP due to changes of M dominates the positive348

δP due to radiation. The curve marked by the black circles, which is the sum of the the349

δR term and δM term, closely matches the δP of direct model output. It further verifies350

the perturbation budget equation (6) and the attribution of precipitation anomalies to the351

combination of transport (gross moist stability) and radiation influences.352
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d. sensitivity to the penetration depth of QBO temperature anomalies353

In this subsection, we perturb the height at which the QBO temperature anomalies is354

added to the WTG reference profile to test the robustness of our results. This dependence355

is important to understanding variability in the real atmosphere, as different QBO events356

have different degrees of penetration into the troposphere (e.g. Huang et al. 2012).357

Four pairs of experiments are run over ∆SST = 4K in QBOE and QBOW; in each the358

δT (Fig. 1d) profile is shifted in the vertical by −300m, +300m, +600m, +900m (positive359

refers to an upward shift) respectively, preserving its shape and magnitude. Following similar360

analyses as in the previous subsections, we examine the responses of the model to the QBO361

anomalies. Fig. 7a-c shows that the δMF , δcld, and δWwtg have very similar patterns for362

all cases, indicating that the same mechanism works for all these experiments. However,363

the amplitude of the response depends sensitively on the height of the δT maximum; they364

decrease dramatically as δT shifts upward, especially δMF and δWwtg. This is consistent365

with the finding of Kuang (2010) that the convective LRFs have smaller magnitude for366

perturbations at higher altitude. The QBO precipitation anomalies diminish as δT shifts367

upward while they increase significantly as δT shifts downward (Fig. 7d). The reason for368

this can be seen from Fig. 7c, as δT shifts upward, the amplitude of δWwtg decreases, and369

so does the δM term in equation (6). At ∆SST = 4K, δP is mainly determined by the δM370

term, so δP also decreases as the height of δT moves up (Fig. 7d). By contrast, δcld is less371

sensitive to the height of δT (Fig. 7b), and so is the δR term in equation (6). Following372

the above argument, we expect that over ∆SST < 2.5K where δP is determined by the δR373

term, δP should be less sensitive to the height of δT .374

e. sensitivity to τ375

The sensitivity of our results to the relaxation time scale τ is explored in this subsection.376

In WTG, τ can be thought of as proportional to the spatial scale that the limited domain of377
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CRM represents. All the above experiments have τ = 3 hours, about the time required for a378

gravity wave with phase speed of 50 m/s to cross a 500 km convective domain. Additional379

pairs of experiments are performed over ∆SST = 4K with τ varying from 5 minutes to 6380

hours.381

The dependence of precipitation (figure not shown) and gross moist stability M on τ (Fig.382

8a) are very similar to the results of Wang and Sobel (2011) (their Fig. 13). M maximizes383

at τ = 1hr, then decreases as τ increases. After examining the results, we found that that384

the model responds to the QBO is qualitatively similar as τ varies, but the magnitude of385

the responses depends quantitatively on τ . This magnitude dependence is summarized by386

the precipitation anomalies, shown in Fig. 8b. δP is only significant when τ is greater than387

2 hours, and then increases with τ . The reason can be seen from Fig. 8a; the differences388

in gross moist stability between the different QBO phases becomes larger as τ increases, as389

does the contribution of δM to δP .390

While more investigation is required to fully understand this dependence, our preliminary391

analysis agrees with the argument in Kuang (2011): as τ increases (or equivalently the392

length scale of the convective region increases), the weaker WTG relaxation allows larger393

temperature anomalies from the reference profile, which are sufficient to affect the convective394

heating and feed back to the large-scale vertical motion.395

The proportional relationship between δP and τ , however, is not expected to hold as τ396

becomes sufficiently large. As τ approaches infinity, the system return to RCE, in which397

precipitation is determined by radiative cooling and the coupling between convection and398

large-scale vertical motion vanishes. In this limit, only small QBO-related precipitation399

anomaly is expected.400
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4. Conclusions401

We have conducted a set of cloud-resolving numerical experiments in the weak tempera-402

ture gradient framework to examine the mechanisms by which the QBO influences tropical403

convection. The results lead us to an interpretation in which the QBO’s temperature anoma-404

lies exert their influence on the tropical troposphere through interactions between convection,405

radiation, and large-scale vertical motion. The main findings are summarized as follows.406

1. With a QBOE (cold) temperature perturbation in the lowermost stratosphere and up-407

permost troposphere, the convective mass flux and cloud fraction increase near the tropopause,408

making the large-scale vertical motion profile more top heavy. The opposite is true for the409

QBOW (warm) temperature perturbation. These responses increase in magnitude with rel-410

ative SST, indicating stronger coupling between convection and large-scale motions over the411

warmest waters.412

2. In contrast to the high clouds and mass fluxes, the dependence of precipitation on413

relative SST is non-monotonic. The QBO precipitation anomalies are the results of a compe-414

tition between increases due to anomalous radiative heating and decreases due to changes of415

gross moist stability, the latter resulting from increasing top-heaviness of the vertical motion416

profile profile. The QBO precipitation anomalies slightly increase over the first 2.5 K of417

relative SST, where the radiative feedback dominates. They then sharply decrease to nega-418

tive values as relative SST further increases as the increasing gross moist stability anomalies419

become more important and overwhelm the radiative feedback.420

3. The amplitude of the precipitation response sensitively depends on the depth to421

which the QBO temperature perturbations can penetrate. The deeper into the troposphere422

the QBO temperature anomalies can reach, the stronger the response of convection. The423

dependence of our model results on the WTG relaxation time τ suggests that the responses424

of deep convection to the QBO are significant only when the length scale of the convective425

region is greater than several hundred kilometers.426

The current study challenges the notion that the enhanced upper troposphere convection427
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in QBOE leads to more precipitation and stronger large-scale ascent. The simulation results428

show that rather than generally increasing in all levels, the large-scale vertical motion profile429

responses to the QBOE perturbation by increasing in the upper troposphere and decreasing430

below. The responses shifts the vertical motion profiles so that they become more top431

heavy, thus leading to increasing gross moist stability and decreasing precipitation. The432

decreasing precipitation overcomes the increases of precipitation due to anomalous radiative433

heating in regions with high relative SST. There are indications in previous observational434

studies that these results may be consistent with observations, in that the QBO-related435

precipitation anomalies are not of a single sign. We are currently conducting an analysis436

directly motivated by our present numerical results, in order to test the hypothesis of a437

non-monotonic SST dependence more directly, and will report the results in due course.438
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Fig. 1. (a) The climatological mean temperature profile and (b) the QBO temperature
anomalies relative to the climatological Singapore station sounding. (c) The RCE tem-
perature profile. (d) The idealized QBO temperature anomalies that are used in the
QBOE/QBOW experiments. The horizontal black dash lines indicate the height of the
cold-point tropopause.
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Fig. 2. (a) Precipitation as a function of ∆SST for the QBON experiments. (b)-(d): The
vertical profiles of the mass flux in updraft cores, cloud fraction, and Wwtg for the QBON
experiments with varying ∆SST .
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Fig. 3. (a) QBO anomalous precipitation in percentage as a function of ∆SST . (b)-(d):
The differences of the mass flux in cloud cores, the cloud fraction, and the Wwtg between
experiments in the QBOE and QBOW groups.
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shows the inverse of M in different QBO phases.
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Fig. 7. The (a) δMF , (b) δcld, (c) δWwtg, and (d) δP for experiments with different δT
height. “Ctl” is the experiments with δT shown in Fig. 1d. “D300” denotes that δT
height is shifted downward for 300 m; “U300”, “U600”, and “U900” denote that δT height
is shifted upward for 300 m, 600 m, and 900 m, respectively. All experiments are run over
∆SST = 4K.
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